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HOW TO MAKE A RESTAURANT RESERVATION 

Think making a dinner reservation is a piece of cake? If you're 

heading to a local diner, you can stop reading here. But if you're 

trying to nab a table at an upscale restaurant, you may have to do 

some fancy footwork.  

Choose a Type of Cuisine 
Before you start hunting for the best place to chow down, it's a good 

idea to find out what your date and friends like to eat. When in 

doubt, Italian and French are popular choices. But if you want to do 

something different, do it! Try Thai, Indian, Mexican, Japanese, or Moroccan. Always ask your buds 

about dietary restrictions (like no meat, dairy, shellfish), which will definitely affect your choice. 

Rave Reviews 
Word of mouth is the best way to scope out potential restaurants. Two good places to check out real 

people's reviews (not some snooty critic's) are CitySearch.com and Houston-press.com. Ask your 

parents and their friends for their picks -- they're bound to know a few good places in the area.  

Call First 
When calling the restaurant, you'll probably talk to the maitre d', host, or manager. It's important to 

specify how many will be in your party and the time you'll be arriving. You should also specify 

when you have to leave for your prom, just so the waiter is aware of your time constraints. 

Be Nice 
Being rude or demanding is a no-no in the reservations game (and trust us -- it is a game). It may be 

your big night on the town, but that's no reason to play the macho card. Prom goers often get a 

mixed reaction: Restaurants may assume you're in the mood to party and will be less than 

enthusiastic to have you there. The sooner you show them that you're capable of being polite and 

responsible, the better the service will be.  

Confirm, Confirm, Confirm 
Never assume your reservation is a done deal. Here's the rule of thumb: Call two weeks before prom 

and then again the day before. Better safe than hungry! 

Final Tip 
If you're going with a large group, make sure to check the bill at the end of the night. Most 

restaurants charge an automatic 15 to 20% gratuity (that's a tip to you and me) for groups of six or 

more. So, check the bill before you pay. Again, don't assume - you don't want to stiff the servers! 

SOURCE: www.promspot.com 

TEACHER’S TIPS (Julia Oldham, Mayde Creek High School): One of the biggest 

disappointments to students at prom is if they have a bad experience at an expensive restaurant.   

Before you make restaurant reservations, go for lunch to make sure you like the food. Ask if they 

want high school students as customers, some fancy restaurants don’t honor reservations to students 

and give very poor service. Many students have told me they waited 1½ hours or more for a table 

and were treated rudely by the staff at some of the more exclusive restaurants.  

To top it off, most of them have food that is meant for adventurous diners not high school palates.  

Then, students complain that they paid a lot of money for food they didn’t like at a place that didn’t 

want them to be there. There are plenty of restaurants around that want prom business and want it to 

be a special occasion for the students.  By checking out restaurants in advance, you can assure 

yourself of a dining experience that will be truly special.  


